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“cast of characters” profile page help make relationships between the characters clear, and a mapping feature
adds to the fun and fascination. Resource notes and ample back matter directing readers to more information
round out this luminous book. Sure to dazzle all those intrigued with the fantastic tales of Greek mythology and
enchant new readers, this vibrant book will soon become a family keepsake. National Geographic supports K-12
educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.

National Geographic Kids Infopedia 2014- 2013 The National Geographic kids infopedia bring syou incredible
photos, amazing animals, ancient wonders and tons of fun.

National Geographic Kids Infopedia 2014- 2013 In the lively style of NG Kids magazine, this colourful pageturner excites young people about their world and everything in it. Packed with fun-to-browse features, it is also
filled with useful reference material, homework help developed by educators, and the kind of quirky facts that
kids adore.

5,000 Awesome Facts (about Everything!) 2-National Geographic Society (U.S.) 2014 Provides five thousand
facts about everything from water parks and hair to manners and fossils.

National Geographic Angry Birds Star Wars-Amy Briggs 2013 "Official companion to the Angry Birds space
game"--Cover p. [4].

National Geographic Kids Almanac, 2010-National Geographic Society (U.S.) 2009 Provides the latest
information on a wide range of topics including animals, culture, geography, the environment, history, and
science.

365 Amazing Animals-Pegasus 2013-12-17

National Geographic Kids Infopedia 2018-National Geographic Kids 2017-05-09 A worldwide bestseller that
makes a great present for children who are fascinated by culture, nature, technology, animals and much more,
2018's Infopedia from National Geographic Kids will tell children 'everything they always wanted to know about
everything'. Great for dipping in and out of, the book will take children on a tour of history's most famous sites,
and looks at the work of the National Geographic Explorers and their initiatives. It even has hilarious jokes and
activities to try out. There are also weird-but-true facts, crafts and activities.

Temple Run-Tracey West 2014 A guide to the characters and settings of the game "Temple Run" features facts
and trivia about ancient civilizations, from Cambodia and Turkey to prehistoric England, ancient Egypt and
Greece, and Machu Picchu in Peru.

National Geographic Kids Infopedia 2019-National Geographic Kids 2018-05-17 The world's best-selling
almanac for kids is back and in demand! This year's includes the latest information about what's new and newsy in
our world, special dates to anticipate, fresh features, and much more. It's packed with incredible photos; tons of
fun facts, crafts, and activities; and fascinating features about animals, science, nature, technology, and more.
New features include an updated "Fun and Games" chapter filled with all-new games, jokes, and comics; all new
weird-but-true facts, crafts, and activities; "19 Facts for 2019" feature in every chapter; updated reference
material; and much more.

Just Hierarchy-Daniel Bell 2020-03-03 A trenchant defense of hierarchy in different spheres of our lives, from
the personal to the political All complex and large-scale societies are organized along certain hierarchies, but the
concept of hierarchy has become almost taboo in the modern world. Just Hierarchy contends that this stigma is a
mistake. In fact, as Daniel Bell and Wang Pei show, it is neither possible nor advisable to do away with social
hierarchies. Drawing their arguments from Chinese thought and culture as well as other philosophies and
traditions, Bell and Wang ask which forms of hierarchy are justified and how these can serve morally desirable
goals. They look at ways of promoting just forms of hierarchy while minimizing the influence of unjust ones, such
as those based on race, sex, or caste. Which hierarchical relations are morally justified and why? Bell and Wang
argue that it depends on the nature of the social relation and context. Different hierarchical principles ought to
govern different kinds of social relations: what justifies hierarchy among intimates is different from what justifies
hierarchy among citizens, countries, humans and animals, and humans and intelligent machines. Morally justified
hierarchies can and should govern different spheres of our social lives, though these will be very different from
the unjust hierarchies that have governed us in the past. A vigorous, systematic defense of hierarchy in the
modern world, Just Hierarchy examines how hierarchical social relations can have a useful purpose, not only in
personal domains but also in larger political realms.

This Or That?-Crispin Boyer 2014-04-15 Presents simple quizzes combined with informative facts and
psychological insights for assisting middle school children to discover their personality traits and possible career
paths.

Sonic Modernities in the Malay World- 2014-01-09 Sonic Modernities analyses the interplay between the
production of popular music, shifting ideas of the modern and, in its aftermath, processes of social differentiation
in twentieth-century Southeast Asia.

National Geographic Kids Ultimate Dinopedia-Don Lessem 2017 Dinosaurs continue to fascinate kids, and
although these amazing creatures roamed the Earth ages ago, new dinosaur discoveries are still being made
today! The new edition of the popular Nat Geo Kids Dinopedia includes all the latest species and is the most
complete, up-to-date dinosaur reference available. Find favorites, like the fierce T-rex and the gentle
Brontosaurus, plus audacious new finds, like the Anzu, Kosmoceratops, and Yi. Every dino profile is colorfully
illustrated and features descriptions of when they roamed the Earth, how they lived, what they ate, and more.
There are more than 600 dinos featured in all, including 10 profiles of recently discovered dinosaurs and new
entries in the Dino Dictionary. Reports from paleontologists present the latest news and insights from the field.

DK Eyewitness Guides-Steve Pollock 1998-10-01 Integrating words and pictures, this is a family reference book
on ecology structured so that the individual themes of each spread make up a complete visual story and a selfcontained module. On every spread there is a specially shot colour photograph of objects shown in real-life closeup detail.

National Geographic Angry Birds Seasons-Amy Briggs 2014-01-07 Join the Angry Birds as they fly around the
world to partake in the world's greatest holidays, festivals and celebrations, from Chinese New Year in Beijing to
Mardi Gras in New Orleans, learning various customs and rituals along the way. Original.

Weird But True!-National Geographic Society (U.S.) 2012 Presents more than one hundred fifty stories of stupid
criminals and the crimes they committed, detailing how they eventually got caught, and provides information on
strange food crimes, wacky laws, and animal crimes.

Weird But True!- 2016 The creators of National Geographic Kids, the nation's most popular kids' magazine,
bring you 300 more jaw-dropping, eye-popping fun facts in this best-selling series. -- Publisher.
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Everything Dolphins-Elizabeth Carney 2012 Provides information about different species of dolphins, including
anatomy, behavior, and life cycles.

Willow the Rescue Dog-National Geographic Kids 2019 "Story about an aid dog, for children"--

National Geographic Kids Infopedia 2021-National Geographic Kids 2020-05-07

Doggy Defenders: Tiger the Police Dog-National Geographic Kids 2019 In this addition to National Geographic
Kids' super-cute series about dogs with jobs, you'll join real-life police dog Tiger as he protects his city and his
human handlers. Good dog, Tiger! Sometimes it takes a dog to get the job done! In this endearing picture book,
readers meet courageous canine Tiger and follow him as he spends an exciting day with the police in the US
capital Washington D.C. Gorgeous photography depicts brave Tiger's role as a police dog, and simple, lyrical text
lets readers journey along as Tiger visits a police academy, trains to sniff out important items, patrols famous
landmarks, and keeps us all safe. Young readers will fall in love with the witty tale, daring story of heroism, and
aww-worthy photographs sure to make dog-lovers of us all.

Knowledge Management in Libraries and Organizations-Leda Bultrini 2015-12-18 The management of
knowledge created in an organization not only enables reuse of knowledge, but also adds value to the
organization itself. Preventing duplication of intellectual effort, it saves economic and human resources, leading
to the creation of new information. This book gathers the wisdom of knowledge managers and researchers in the
context of the library and will be a valuable reference source for all libraries.

Teaching English Creatively-Teresa Cremin 2015-04-30 What does it mean to teach English creatively to
primary school children? Teaching English Creatively encourages and enables teachers to adopt a more creative
approach to the teaching of English in the primary school. Fully updated to reflect the changing UK curricula, the
second edition of this popular text explores research-informed practices and offers new ideas to develop
imaginatively engaged readers, writers, speakers and listeners. Underpinned by theory and research, and
illustrated throughout with examples of children’s work, it examines the core elements of creative practice and
how to explore powerful literary, non-fiction, visual and digital texts creatively. Key themes addressed include:
Developing creativity in and through talk and drama Creatively engaging readers and writers Teaching grammar
and comprehension imaginatively and in context Profiling meaning and purpose, autonomy, collaboration and play
Planning, reviewing and celebrating literacy learning Ensuring the creative involvement of the teacher Inspiring
and accessible, Teaching English Creatively puts contemporary and cutting-edge practice at the forefront and
includes a wealth of innovative ideas to enrich English teaching. Written by an experienced author with extensive
experience of initial teacher education and English teaching in the primary school, it’s an invaluable resource for
any teacher who wishes to embed creative approaches to teaching in their classroom.

Space Encyclopedia-Christine Pulliam 2013 A tour of outer space explores the solar system as well as stars,
galaxies, and the birth of planets, and speculates on whether other intelligent beings exist in the universe.

National Geographic Kids Almanac 2015-National Geographic Society (U. S.) 2014 Provides the latest
information on a wide range of topics, including animals, culture, geography, the environment, history, and
science.

Doggy Defenders: Dolley the Fire Dog-National Geographic Kids 2019-07-12 In this addition to National
Geographic Kids' super-cute series about dogs with jobs, you'll join real-life fire dog Dolley as she protects her city
and solves crime. Good dog, Dolley! Sometimes it takes a dog to get the job done! In this endearing picture book,
readers meet courageous canine, Dolley, and follow her as she spends an exciting day at work with the fire
department. Gorgeous photography brings to life the true stories of brave Dolley's role as a fire dog in Virginia,
U.S.A. Simple, lyrical text lets readers journey along as Dolley visits the site of a fire, trains to sniff out flammable
items, and teaches students about fire safety. Young readers will fall for this witty and daring tale of heroism,
along with aww-worthy photographs, sure to make dog-lovers out of us all.

Plant and Human Health, Volume 1-Munir Ozturk 2018-10-02 Early anthropological evidence for plant use as
medicine is 60,000 years old as reported from the Neanderthal grave in Iraq. The importance of plants as
medicine is further supported by archeological evidence from Asia and the Middle East. Today, around 1.4 billion
people in South Asia alone have no access to modern health care, and rely instead on traditional medicine to
alleviate various symptoms. On a global basis, approximately 50 to 80 thousand plant species are used either
natively or as pharmaceutical derivatives for life-threatening conditions that include diabetes, hypertension and
cancers. As the demand for plant-based medicine rises, there is an unmet need to investigate the quality, safety
and efficacy of these herbals by the “scientific methods”. Current research on drug discovery from medicinal
plants involves a multifaceted approach combining botanical, phytochemical, analytical, and molecular
techniques. For instance, high throughput robotic screens have been developed by industry; it is now possible to
carry out 50,000 tests per day in the search for compounds, which act on a key enzyme or a subset of receptors.
This and other bioassays thus offer hope that one may eventually identify compounds for treating a variety of
diseases or conditions. However, drug development from natural products is not without its problems. Frequent
challenges encountered include the procurement of raw materials, the selection and implementation of
appropriate high-throughput bioassays, and the scaling-up of preparative procedures. Research scientists should
therefore arm themselves with the right tools and knowledge in order to harness the vast potentials of plant-based
therapeutics. The main objective of Plant and Human Health is to serve as a comprehensive guide for this
endeavor. Volume 1 highlights how humans from specific areas or cultures use indigenous plants. Despite
technological developments, herbal drugs still occupy a preferential place in a majority of the population in the
third world and have slowly taken roots as alternative medicine in the West. The integration of modern science

Stella the Search Dog-National Geographic Kids 2019 "Story about a rescue dog, with photos, for children."--

Material World-Peter Menzel 1994 Photographs show the homes and possessions of average families in thirty
countries around the world and document each family's lifestyle

Treasury of Greek Mythology: Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Heroes & Monsters (Stories &
Poems)-Donna Jo Napoli 2017-09-20 School Library Journal Best Books of 2011 Eureka! Silver Honor
Books—California Reading Association Capitol Choices 2012 list of Noteworthy Titles for Children and Teens 2012
Notable Children's Books—ALSC The new National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology offers timeless
stories of Greek myths in a beautiful new volume. Brought to life with lyrical text by award-winning author Donna
Jo Napoli and stunning artwork by award-winning illustrator Christina Balit, the tales of gods and goddesses such
as Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, and Athena and heroes and monsters such as Helen of Troy, Perseus, and Medusa will
fascinate and engage children’s imaginations. National Geographic completes the book with embellishments of
each story: sidebars for each god, goddess, hero, and monster link the myths to constellations, geography, history,
and culture to help young readers connect the stories to real life events, people, and places. A family tree and a
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with traditional uses of herbal drugs is important for our understanding of this ethnobotanical relationship.
Volume 2 deals with the phytochemical and molecular characterization of herbal medicine. Specifically, it focuess
on the secondary metabolic compounds, which afford protection against diseases. Lastly, Volume 3 discusses the
physiological mechanisms by which the active ingredients of medicinal plants serve to improve human health.
Together this three-volume collection intends to bridge the gap for herbalists, traditional and modern medical
practitioners, and students and researchers in botany and horticulture.

well as an abundance of historical facts, the book offers data-based insights.

National Geographic Kids Sharks!-National Geographic Kids 2014-07-08 Rule the ocean in this shark-tastic
sticker and activity book from National Geographic Kids! Tthis super engaging activity book is packed with mazes,
spelling and pattern games, drawing activities, shark facts, and more. Shark-crazy kids are sure to love these
pages loaded with fun, learning as the go!

Globalization and the Singapore Curriculum-Zongyi Deng 2013-11-27 This volume provides a multi-faceted
and critical analysis of the Singapore curriculum in relation to globalization. First, it details reform initiatives
established by the Singapore government to meet the challenges posed by globalization. Next, Globalization and
the Singapore Curriculum presents how these reforms have been translated into programs, school subjects and
operational frameworks and then examines, in turn, how well these have been implemented in schools and
classrooms across the country. Through this examination, the book reveals how the initiatives, together with their
curricular translation and classroom enactment, reflect on the one hand global features and tendencies and, on
the other, distinct national traditions, concerns and practices. It brings to light a set of issues, problems and
challenges that not only concern policymakers, educators and reformers in Singapore but also those in other
countries as well. Written by curriculum scholars, policy analysts, researchers and teacher educators,
Globalization and the Singapore Curriculum offers an up-to-date reference for postgraduate students, scholars
and researchers in the areas of curriculum and instruction, comparative education, educational sociology,
educational policy and leadership in Singapore, the Asia Pacific region and beyond. It also offers a vital
contribution to the story of modern education around the globe: providing international students, scholars and
researchers valuable insights into curriculum and curriculum reform for the 21st century.

National Geographic Kids My First Atlas of the World-National Geographic Kids 2018-07-10 Introduce
preschoolers to the wonders of the world with this beginner atlas, created with the map experts at National
Geographic. Simple, colorful maps, bold pictures, and accessible text present basic geography, continent by
continent, to spark kids' curiosity about the planet we inhabit. They'll learn elementary mapping skills and
concepts such as the difference between a globe and a map. They'll learn answers to questions, like what is a
compass rose? What features make up the land? Where is the ocean? And what are the countries where people
(and animals) live? Reviewed by geography and early childhood consultants, this delightful atlas makes our world
accessible to even the most junior explorers.

Ultimate Bugopedia-Darlyne Murawski 2013 An introduction to the hidden worlds of popular insects profiles
their habits, habitats, and diets while providing thematic spreads that share additional historical and geographical
fun facts.

That's Gross!-Crispin Boyer 2012-09-11 For use in schools and libraries only. A tummy-churning treasury of
lively but disgusting trivia shares historical information, cultural tidbits and sickening scientific sidebars on
everything from nose picking and insect-based foods to hairballs and digestive commonalities.

Handbook of Religion and the Asian City-Peter van der Veer 2015-05-19 "Handbook of Religion and the Asian
City highlights the creative and innovative role of urban aspirations in Asian world cities. It points out that urban
politics and governance are often about religious boundaries and processions--in short, that public religion is
politics. The essays show how projects of secularism come up against projects and ambitions of a religious nature,
a particular form of contestation that takes the city as its public arena. Asian cities are sites of speculation, not
only for those who invest in real estate but also for those who look for housing, for employment, and for salvation.
In its potential and actual mobility, the sacred creates social space in which they all can meet. Handbook of
Religion and the Asian City makes the comparative case that one cannot study the historical patterns of
urbanization in Asia without paying attention to the role of religion in urban aspirations"--Provided by publisher.

Ultimate Predatorpedia-Christina Wilsdon 2018-10-02 "Reference book for children about all predators in the
animal world"--

Little Kids First Big Book of Bugs-Catherine D. Hughes 2014 A lavishly photographed, fact-filled introduction
to a variety of jumping, crawling and creeping insects expands from backyard favorites, including ladybugs and
fireflies, to more exotic species from the world's rain forests and deserts.

Southeast Asia and the ASEAN Economic Community-Roderick Macdonald 2019-09-03 This book is an
introduction to the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), the economic community founded by Southeast Asian
nations. It provides both economic profiles of the member nations and an explanation of the Community itself.
This book also discusses the impact of China on the AEC. The book is a starting point for research into the region
or into any member country, whether for academic or for business purposes. With over 170 tables and figures as
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